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A number of critical theories or approaches for understanding and interpret
ing literature are available to critics and students alike. Many of these have 
been developed during the twentieth century to create a discipline of literary 
studies comparable with disciplines in the natural and social sciences. Liter
ary critics have often borrowed liberally from other disciplines (e.g., history, 
psychology, anthropology) but have primarily aimed at developing literature 
as a course of study in its own right. 

At the heart of the various critical approaches have been many funda
mental questions: What is literature? What does it do? Is its concern only to 
tell stories, or is it to express emotions? Is it private? Public? How does it get 
its ideas across? What more does it do than express ideas? How valuable was 
literature in the past and how valuable is it nqtV? What can it contribute to 
intellectual, artistic, and social history? To what degree is literature an art, as 
opposed to an instrument for imparting know~ge? How is literature used, 
and how and why is it misused? What theoretic;' and technical expertise may 
be ip.voked to enhance literary studies? " 

Questions such as these indicate that crMcism is concerned not only 
with reading and in~erpretingstories, poems, a~d plays, but also with estab
lishing theoretical understanding. Because of "ch extensive aims, you will 
understand that a full explanation and illustration of the approaches would 
fill the pages of a long book. The following descriptions are therefore intended 
as no more than brief introductions. Bear in mind that in the hands of skilled 
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critics, the approaches are ~o subtle, sophisticated, and complex that they are 
not only critical stances bur also philosophies. 

Although the various approaches provide widely divergent ways to 
study literature and literary problems, they reflect major tendencies rather 
than absolute straitjacketing. Not every approach is appropriate for every 
work, nor are the approaches always mutually exclusive. Even the most 
devoted practitioners of the methods do not pursue them rigidly. In addition, 
some of the approaches are more "user-friendly" for certain types of discov
ery than others. To a degree at least, most critics therefore utilize methods that 
technically belong to one or more of the other approaches. A critic stressing 
the topical/historical approa~, for example, might introduce the close study 
of a work that is associated with the method of the New Criticism. Similarly, 
a psychoanalytical critic might include details about archetypes. In short, a 
great deal of criticism is pragmatic or eclectic rather than rigid. 

The approaches to be considered here are these: moral/intellectual; topi
cal/historical; New Critical/formalist; structuralist; feminist; economic determin
ist/Marxist; psychological/psychoanalytic; archetypal/symbolic/mythic; Deconstruc
tionist; and Reader-Response. 

Following each description is a brief paragraph showing how 
Hawthorne's story ''Young Goodman Brown" might be considered in the 
light of the particular approach. The paragraph following the discussion of 
structuralism, for example, shows how the structuralist approach can be 
applied to Goodman Brown and his story. 

MORAUINTELLECfUAL 

The moral/intellectual approach is concerned with content and values (see 
Chapter 7). The approach is as old as literature itself, for literature is a tradi
tional mode of imparting morality, philosophy, and religion. The concern in 
moral/intellectual criticism is not only to discover meaning but also to deter
mine whether works of literature are both true and significant. 

To study literature from the moral/intellectual perspective is therefore 
to determine whether an individual work conveys a lesson or ~~ge,and 
whether it can help readers lead better lives and iIll:.E!!>ve th~!r_u~~~rsta..nd
ing oTthe world: What ideas does the work contain? How strongly does the 
work bring forth its ideas? What application do the ideas have to the work's 
characters and situations?- How may they be evaluated intellectually? 
Morally? A discussion based on such questions does not necessarily require 
a position of command or exhortation. ideally, moral/intellectual criticism 
should differ from sermonizing to the degree that readers should always 
be left with their own decisions about whether they wish to assimilate the 
content of a work and about whether this content is personally or morally 
acceptable. 
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Sophisticated critics have sometimes demeaned the moral/intellectual 
pproach on the grounds that "message hunting" reduces a work's artistic 
alue by treating it like a sermon or political speech; but the approach will be 
aluable as long as readers expect literature to be applicable to their own 

ives. 

Ell ample 

flyJung Goodman Brown" raises the issue of how an institution designed for 
human elevation, such as the religious system of colonial Salem, can be so 
ruinous. Does the failure result from the system itself or from the people who 
mi5understand it? Is what is true of religion as practiced by Brown also true of 
sodal and political institutions? Should any religious or political philosophy be 
gi\ en greater credence thangoodwill and mutual trust? One of the major virtues 
of ''Young Goodman Brown" is that it provokes questions like these but at the 
sar ne time provides a number of satisfying answers. A particularly important 
on ~ is that religious and moral beliefs should not'be used to justify the con
de nnation of others. Another important answer is that attacks made from the 
ref Jge of a religion or group, such as Brown's puri~nical judgment, is danger
ou ; because it enables the judge to condemn witho", thought and without per
sOllal responsibility. ~ 

i\ 
OPICAUHISTORICAL t,l' 
's tra iitional approach stresses the relationship <if literature to its histori

al peril ,d, and for this reason it has had a long life. Although much literature 
ay be lpplicable to many places and times, much of it also directly reflects 

he intellectual and social worlds of the authors. When was the work written? 
__-,'!t~ ~,~ the~cumstancesthat p~od~~eei)t?whatrr;ajor iSsu~-=-<f9~s!!~e~ 
ith? How doesit..fitiJ}tQJ1:l_e-'~.l1thoI:'~~1J!erlKe!lq!sPQ-eq\"On First Look

ng into Chapman's Homer," for example, is his excited response to his read
g of one of the major literary works of Westem civilization. Hardy's "Chan

el FiriI g" is an acerbic response to continued armament and preparation for 
ar dUI ing the twentieth century. •. 

n e topical/historical approach investigates ~lationships of this sort, 
ncludiI g the elucidation of words and concepts that today's readers may not 

edi Itely understand. Obviously, the approach requires the assistance of 
ootnotts, dictionaries, histories, and handbooks. 

A ::ommon criticism of the topical/historical approach is that in the 
xtremt it deals with background knowledge rather than with literature itself. 
tis pos ;ible, for example, for a topical/historical critic to describe a writer's 
ife, the period of the writer's work, and the social and intellectual ideas of 
he tim! -all without ever considering the meaning, importance, and value 
f the'" ark itself. 
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Example 

"Young Goodman Brown" is an allegorical story by Nathaniel Hawthorne 
(1804-1864), the New England writer who probed deeply into the relationships 
between religion and guilt. His ancestors had been involved in religious perse
cutions, including the Salem witch trials, and he, living 150 years afterward, 
wanted to probe the weaknesses and uncertainties of the sin-dominated religion 
of the earlier period. Not surprisingly, therefore, ''Young Goodman Brown" 
takes place in Puritan, colonial Salem. Although the immediate concerns of the 
story belong to a vanished age, Hawthorne's treatment is still valuable because 
it is still timely. 

NEW CRITICAUFORMALIST 

The New Criticism began in the 1930s and 1940s and has since been a domi
nant force in twentieth-eentury literary studies. To the degree that New Crit
icism focuses upon literary texts as formal works of art, it departs rro_J!l-lhe 
~~rical approa,ch. The objection raised by the New Critics is that as 
topical/historical critics consider literary history, they avoid close contact 
with actual texts. 

The inspiration for the formalist or New Critical approach was the 
French practice of explication de texte, a method that emphasizes detailed 
examination and explanation. 1llie New Criticism is therefore at its most bril
liant in the analysis of smaller ttuts such as entire poems and short passages. 
The New Criticism also utilizes a number of techniques for the analysis of 
larger structures, many of which form the basis for the chapters in this book. 
Discussions of "point of view," "tone," "plot," "character," and "structure," 
for example, are ways of looking at literature derived from the New Criticism. 

The aim of the formalist study of literature is to provide readers not only 
with the means of explaining the content of works ("What, specifically, does 
this say?"), but also with the critical tools needed for evaluating the artistic 
quality of individual works and writers ("How well is it said?"). A major 
aspect of New Critical thought!~lh~JcOIl!ent and form-influding all id~~s, 'S(7 
a!Jlbiguities, s':!~t!etj~~an«ye~:LalnL~!ltcontradictions-were ori~~~lly "
within the conscious or subconscious control of the author. There are no acci
~ent~. It does nOtneceSsai1ly-follow~'however, that today's critkisabIeto 
define the author's intentions exactly, for such intentions require knowledge 
of biographical details that are irretrievably lost. Each literary work therefore 
takes on its own existence and identity, and the critic's work is to discover a 
reading or readings that explain the facts of the text. Note that the New Critic 
does not claim infallible interpretations and does not exclude the validity of 
multiple readings of identical works. 

Dissenters from the New Criticism have noted a tendency by New Crit
ics to ignore relevant knowledge that history and biography may bring to lit
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erary studies. In addition, the approach has been subject to the charge that 
stressing the examination of texts alone fails to deal with the value and appre
ciation of literature. 

example 

A major aspect of Hawthorne's "Young Goodman Brown" is that the details are 
so vague and dreamlike that many readers are uncertain about what is hap
pening. The action is a nighttime walk by the protagonist, Young Goodman 
Brown, into a deep forest where he encounters a mysterious Satanic ritual that 
leaves him bitter and misanthropic. This much seems clear, but the precise 
nature of Brown's experience is not clear, nor is the identity of the stranger 
(father, village elder, devil) who accompanies Brown as he begins his walk. At 
the story's end Hawthorne's narrator states that the whole episode may have 
been no more than a dream or nightmare. Yet when moming comes, Brown 
walks back into town as though returning from an overnight trip, and he recoils 
in horror from his fellow villagers, including his wife Faith (paragraph 70). 
Could his attitude result from nothing more than a nightmare? 

Even at the story's end these uncertainties remain. For this reason one may 
conclude that Hawthorne deliberately creates the uncertainties to reveal how 
persons like Brown build defensive walls of judgment around themselves. The 
story thus implies that the real source of Brown's anger is as vague as his noc
turnal walk, but he doesn't u:nderstand it in this way. Because Brown's vision 
and judgment are absolute, he rejects everyone around him, even if the cost is a 
life of bitter suspicion and spiritual isolation. 

STRUCTURALIST 

ThErinciple of structuralism stems from the att~_~p~. t()~.c:t!~@tiOIlShi.PS and 
c<?nnections among elemenfslffiitapf'_~r.!O~ ~~~!~ and discrete. lust ~s 
physical science reveals unifying universal principles of matter such as grav
ity and the forces of electromagnetism (and is constantly searching for a "uni
fied field theory"), structuralism attempts to discover the fonns unifying all 
literatures. Thus a structural description of Maupassant's "The Necklace" 
would stress that the main character, Mathilde,' is an active protagonist who 
undergoes a test (or series of tests) and emerges With a victory, though not the 
kind she had originally hoped for. The same might be said of Phoenix 
in Welty's "A Worn Path." If this same kind of structural view is applied 
to Bierce's"An Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge," the protagonist would 
emerge in defeat. Generally, the structural approach applies such patterns 
to other works of literature to determine that some protagonists are active 
or submissive, that they pass or fail their tests, or that they succeed or fail at 
other encounters. The key is that many apparently unrelated works reveal 
many common patterns or contain similar structures with important varia
tions. ----
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The structural approach has become important because it enables crit
ics to qiscuss works from wtdely separate cultures and historical periods. In 
this respect, critics have followed the leads of modem antnropologIsts:-most 
notably Claude Levi-Strauss (b. 1908). Along such lines, critics have under
taken the serious examination of folk tales and fairy tales. Some of the 
groundbreaking structuralist criticism, for example, was devoted to the struc
tural principles underlying Russian folk tales. The method also bridges pop
ular and serious literature, making little distinction between the two insofar 
as the description of the structures is concerned. Indeed, structuralism fur
nishes an ideal approach for comparative literature, and the method also 
enables critics to consolidate genres such as modem romances, detective 
tales, soap operas, and films. 

Like the New Criticism, structuralism aims at comprehensiveness of 
description, and many critics would insist that the two are complementary 
and not separate. ~~J'{e.~_~_ljtici§.mi_~_a!-it~_ b~st.in 

dealing with smaller units_QLlite!,atureL~!l~~e!1s structuralism is best in the 
anaiyslsol narrativ~~ andther~foreJal:~_~Ilitssuch as novels, IllYlhs, and 
~:-B""ecause-strUcturalismshows how fiction is orgariizedinto various 
typical situations, the approach merges with the archetypal approach, and at 
times it is difficult to find any distinctions between structuralism and arche
typalism. 

Structuralism, however, deals not just with narrative structures, but also 
with structures of any type, wherever they occur. For example, structuralism 
makes great use of linguistics. Modem linguistic scholars have determined 
that there is a difference beqveen "deep structures" and "surface structures" 
in language. A structuralist clnalysis of style, therefore, would stress the ways 
in which writers utilize such structures. The structuralist interpretation of lan
guage also perceives distinguishing types or "grammars" of language that are 
recurrent in various types of literature. Suppose, for example, that you 
encounter opening passages like the following: 

Once upon a time a youn~ prince fell in love with a young princess. He decided 
to tell her of his love, and early one morning he left his castle on his white 
charger, riding toward hbr castle home high in the mountains. 

Early that morning, Ala~ had found himself thinking about Anne. He had 
believed her when she sa:d she loved him, but his feelings about her were not 
certain, and his thinking had left him still unsure. 

'h,J 

The words of these two passages create different and distinct frames of refer
ence. One is a fairy tale, the other the internalized reflection of feeling. The 
passages therefore deqtonstrate how language itself fits into predetermined 
patterns or structures. Similar uses of language structures can be associated 
with other types of literature. 
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Example 

Young Goodman Brown is a hero who is passive, not active. Essentially, he is a 
witness, a receiver rather than a doer. His only action-taking his trip in the for
est--occurs at the story's beginning. After that point, he no longer acts but 
instead is acted upon, and what he sees puts his life's beliefs to a test. Of course, 
many protagonists undergo similar testing (such as rescuing victims and slay
ing particularly terrible dragons), and they emerge triumphant. Not so with 
Goodman Brown. He is a responder who allows himself to be victimized by his 
own perceptions--or misperceptions. Despite all his previous experiences with 
his wife and with the good people of his village, he generalizes too hastily. He 
lets the single disillusioning experience of his nightmare govern his entire out
look on others, and thus he fails his test and turns his entire life into failure. 

FEMINIST 
P ,eym feminist approacWholdt that most of our literature presents a mascu

line-patriarchal view in which the role of women is negated or at best mini
mized. As an adjunct of the feminist movement in politics, the feminist cri· 
tique of literature seeks to raise consciousness about the importance and 
unique nature of women in literature. . 

Specifically, *- feminist vie~ttempts(l) to show that writers of tra
ditionalliterature have ignored women and have also transmitted misguided 
and prejudiced views of them, (2) to stimulate the creation of a critical milieu 
that reflects a balanced view of the nature and value of women, (3) to recover 
the works of women writers of past times and to encourage the publication 
of present women writers so that the literary canon may be expanded to rec
ognize women as thinkers and artists, and (4) to urge transformations in the 
language to eliminate inequities and inequalities that result from linguistic 
distortions. 

In form, the feminist perspective seeks to evaluate various literary 
works from the standpoint of the presentation of women. For works such as 
'''The Necklace" (story), "A Work of Artifice" (poem), and The Bear (play), a 
feminist critique would focus on how such works treat women and also on 
either the shortcomings or enlightenment of the author as a result of this treat
ment: How important are the female characters, how individual in their own 
right? Are they credited with their own existence and their own character? In 
their relationships with men, how are they treated? Are they given equal sta
tus? Ignored? Patronized? Demeaned? Pedestalized? How much concern do 
the male characters exhibit about women's concerns? 

Example 

At the beginning of "Young Goodman Brown," Brown's wife, Faith, is only 
peripheral. In the traditional patriarchal spirit of wife-as-adjunct, she asks her 
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husband to stay at home and take his journey at another time. Hawthorne does 
not give her the int€lligenre or dignity, however, to let her explain her concern 
(or might he not have heel" interested in what she had to say?), and she there
fore remains in the backgrQund with her pink hair ribboll as her distinguishing 
characteristic. During the fUd-forest Satanic ritual she appears again and is 
given power, but only the power to cause her husband to go astray. Once she is 
led in as a novice in the practice of demonism, her husband falls right in step. 
Unfortunately, by following her, Brown may conveniently excuse himself from 
guilt by claiming that "sh-.r had made him do it, just as Eve "made" Adam eat 
the apple. Hawthorne's a~tion to the male hero, in other words, permits him 
to distort the female's rol~4 

I,r 

ECONOMIC DETERMI~ST/MARXIST 
r 

The concept of cultural and etonomic determinism is one of the major polit
ical ideas of the last century. Karl Marx (1818-1883) emphasized that the pri
mary influence on life was economic, and he saw society as an opposition 
between the capitalist and working classes. The literature that emerged from 
this kind of analysis features individuals in the grips of the class struggle. 
Often called "proletarian literature," it emphasizes persons of the lower 
class-the poor and oppressed who spend their lives in endless drudgery and 
misery, and whose attempts to rise above their disadvantages usually result 
in renewed suppresSion. 

Marx's political ideas were never widely accepted in the United States 
and have faded still more after the political breakup of the Soviet Union, but 
the idea of economic determinism (and the related term "Social Darwinism") 
is still credible. As a result, much literature can be judged from an economic 
perspective: What is the economic status of the characters? What happens to 
them as a result of thiS statuS? Row do th~area~t-econonuc-and jiolit
icaI OddiiW'hifollier-conditions stemming frOm their Class does-tile-writer 
emphasize (e.g., poor education, poor nutrition, poor health care, inadequate 
opportunity)? To what extent does the work fail by overlooking the economic, 
social, and political implications of its material? In what other ways does eco
nomic determinism affect the work? How should readers consider the story 
in today's developed or un4:erdeveloped world? Seemingly, the specimen 
work "Young Goodman Brown" has no ~onomic implications, but an eco
nomically oriented. discussion might take the following turns: 

Example 

"Young Goodman Brown"':is a fine story just as it is. It deals with the false val
ues instilled by the skewed acceptance of sin-dominated religion, but it over
looks the economic implicatiOnsof this situation. Onesuspects that the real story 
in the little world ofGoodman Brown's Salem should be about survival and the 
disruption that an alienate~memberof society can produce. After Brown's con

n 
( 
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demnation and distrust of others force him into his own shell of sick imagina
tion, Hawthorne does not consider ,how such a disaffected character would 
injure the economic and public life ofthe town. Consider this, just for a moment: 
Why would the people from whom Brown recoils in disgust want to deal with 
him in business or personal matters? Would they want to follow his opinion in 
town meetings on crucial issues of public concern and investment? Would his 
preoccupation with sin and damnation make him anything more than a horror 
in his domestic life? Would his wife, Faith, be able to discuss household man
agement with him, or how to take care of the children? All these questions of 
courseare pointed toward anotherstory-a story that Hawthornedid not write. 
They also indi~te the shortcomings of Hawthorne's approach, because it is 
clear the major result of Young Goodman Brown's selfish preoccuJ ·ation with 
evil would be a serious disruption of the economic and political a,_:airs of his 
small community. 

\ 
PSYCHOLOGlCAUPSYCHOANALYfICt 

The scientific study of the mind is a product of psychodynamic theory as 
established by Sigmund Freud 0856-1939) and of the psychoanalytic method 
practiced by his followers. Psychoanalysis provided a new key to the under
standing of character by claiming that behavior was caused by hidden and 
unconscious motives and drives. It was greeted as a virtual revelation, and 
not surprisingly it had a profound effect on twentieth-century literature. 

In addition, its popularity produced a psychological/psychoanalytic 
approach to criticism. Some critics use the approach to explain fictional char
acters, as in the landmark interpretation by Freud and Ernest Jones that 
Shakespeare's Hamlet suffers from the "Oedipus Complex." Still other critics 
use it as a wayofanalyzing authors and the artistic process. Forexample, John 
Livingston Lowes's The Road to Xllnadu presents a detailed examination of the 
mind, reading, and neuroses of Coleridge, the author of "Kubla Khan:' 

Critics using the psychoanalytic approach treat literature somewhat like 
information about patients in therapy. In the work itself, what are the obvi
ous and hidden motives that cause a character's behavior and speech? How 
much background (childhood trauma, adolescent memories, etc.) does the 
author reveal about a character? How purposeful is this information with 
regard to the character's psychological condition? How much is important in 
analyzing and understanding the character? 

In the consideration of authors, critics utilizing the psychoanalytic 
i mode consider questions like these: What particular life experiences explain 
\ characteristic subjects or preoccupations? Was the author's life happy? nUs
\ erable? upsetting? solitary? social? Can the death of someone in the author's 
\family be associated with melancholy situations in that author's work? (AU 

lSee also Chapter 4, "Writing About Character: The People in literature." 
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eleven of the brothers and sisters of the English Jloet Thomas Gray, for exam
ple, died before reaching adulthood. Gray was tJ Ie only one to survive. In his 
poetry, Gray often deals with death, and he is tr erefore considered as one of 
the "Graveyard School" of eighteenth-centur) poets. A psychoanalytical 
critic might make much of this connection.) 

Example 

At the end of ''Young Goodman Brown," Hav. thome's major character is no 
longer capable of normal existence. His nightm Ire should be read as a symbol 
of what in reality would have been lifelong ment I subjection to the type ofpuri
tanical religion that emphasizes sin and guilt. Su II preoccupation with sin is no 
hindrance to psychological health if the preoccupied people are convinced that 
God fOrgives them and grants them mercy. In their dealings with others, they 
remain healthy as long as they believe that other people have the same sincere 
trust in divine forgiveness. H their own faith is short and uncertain, however, 
and they cannot believe in forgiveness, then they are likely to project their own 
guilt-really a form of personal terrol'-into others. They remain conscious of 
their own sins, but they'find it easy to claim that others are sinful-even those 
who are spiritually spotless, and even their own family, who should be dearest 
to them. When this process of projection occurs, such people have created the 
rationale of condemning pthers because of their own guilt. The cost they pay is 
a life of gloom, a fate that Hawthorne makes for Goodman Brown after the 
nightmare about demons in human form. 

II' 

fie ARCHETYPAUSYMBOLICIMYTHIC2 
't[J} ! Vleur: Ii' 

)	 The archetypal approach, d'rived from the work of the Swiss psychoanalyst 
CarlJung (1875-1961), pres~poses that human life is built up out ofpattems, 
or archetypes ("first molds'l'i or "first patterns"), that are similar throughout 
various cultures and historl.cal times. The approach is similar to the struc
turalist analysis of literaturet, for both approaches stress the connections that 
may be discovered in literature written in different times and in vastly dif
ferent locations in the world. 

In literary evaluation, the archetypal approach is used to support the 
claim that the very best literature is grounded in archetypal patterns. The 
archetypal critic therefore looks for archetypes such as God's creation of 
human beings, the sacrifice of a hero, or the search for paradise. How does an 
individual story, poem, or play fit into any of the archetypal patterns? What 
truths does this correlation provide (particularly truths that cross historical, 
national, and cultural lines)? How closely does the work fit the archetype? 
What variations may be seen? What meaning or meanings do the connections 
have? 

2 Symbolism and myths are also considered in Chapter 10. 
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[he most tenuous aspect of archetypal criticism is Jung's assertion that 
the rl eurring patterns provide evidence for a "\IDiversal human conscious
I!-ess" that all of us, by virtue of ourhumaility, still retain in our minds and in 
our very blood. 

Not all critics accept the hypothesis of a universal human conscious
ness, but they nevertheless consider the approach important for comparisons 
and ( ontrasts (see Chapter 13). Many human situations, such as adolescence, 
daWl ing love, the search for success, the reconciliation with one's mother and 
fathe ~ and the encroachment of age and death, are similar in structure and 
may )e analyzed as archetypes. For example, the follpwing situations may be 
seen lS a pattern or arcl\etype of initiation: A young man discovers the power 
of litt rature and understanding ("On First Looking into Chapman's Homer"); 
a ma:l determines the importance of truth and fidelity amidst uncertainty 
("Do rer Beach"); a man and woman fall in love despite their wishes to remain 
indel.endent (The Bear); a woman gains strength and integrity because of pre
violl ;Iy unrealized inner resources ("The Necklace"). The archetypal 
appl Jach encourages the analysis of variations on the same theme, as in 
Gla~ Jell's Trifles, when the two women develop their impromptu cover-up of 
the rime (one sort of initiation) and also begin to assert their freedom of 
thOt ;ht and action independent of their husbands (another sort). 

Example 

In the sense that Brown undergoes a change from psychological normality 
to rigidity, the story is a reverse archetype of the initiation ritual. According to 
the archetype of successful initiation, initiates seek to demonstrate their wor
thiness to become full-fledged members of society. Telemachus in Homer's 
Odyssey, for example, is a young man who in the course of the epic goes through 
the initiation rituals of travel, discussion, and battle. But in "Young Good
man Brown" we see initiation in reverse, for just as there is an archetype of suc
cessful initiation, Brown's initiation leads him into failure. In the private areas 
of life on which happiness depends he falls short. He sees evil in his fellow vil
lagers, condemns his own minister, and shrinks even from his own wife. His life 
is one of despair and gloom. His suspicions are those of a Puritan of long ago, 
but the timeliness of Hawthorne's story is that the archetype of misunder
standing and condemnation has not changed. Today's headlines of misery and 
war are produced by the same kind of intolerance that is exhibited by Goodman 
Brown. 

DECONSTRUCTIONIST 

The Deconstructionist approach-Which Deconstructionists explain not as an 
approach but rather as a performance-was developed by the French critic 
Jacques Denida (b. 1930). In the 19708 and 19808 it became a major but also 
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controversial mode of criti~.As a literary theory, Deconstructionism pro
duces a type of analysiS thati~~ses '!.JIlbiguity and contradiction. 

A major principle of ~nstructionismis that Western thought has 
been logocentrlc; that is, West~rn philosophers have assumed that central truth 
is knowable and entire. The Il>econstructionist view is that there is no central 
t,ruth because circumstances hod time,_y!~chare ~g~ble and ~m~?m~ 
8!bitrary, gO~~Jhe wor1<l9f.th~ tn.tell~._This analysis leads to the aecTara
tion "All interpretation is misinterpretation." That is, literary works cannot 
be encapsulated as organically unified entireties, and therefore there is not one 
co~rrect interpretatiol1 bu~ only inteTPr..~~~~~n~!.~achone possessing its own 
validity. 

In "deconstructing" a work, therefore, the Deconstructionist critic raises 
questions about what other critics have claimed about the work: Is a poem 
accepted as a model of classicism? Then it also exhibits qualities of romanti
cism. Is a story about a young Native American's flight from school com
monly taken as a criticism of modern urban life? Then it may also be taken as 
a story of the failure of youth. In carrying out such criticism, Deconstruction
ist critics place heavy emphasis on the ideas contained in words such as 
ambivalence, discrepancy, enigma, uncertainty, delusion, indecision, and lack of res
olution, among others. 

The Deconstructionist attack on "correct," "privileged," or "accepted;' 
readings is also related to the principle that language, and therefore lit~ra~,. 
is unSta~I!. "Linguistic instability" means that the full understanding of 
words is never exact because there is a never-ending play between the words 
in a text and their many shades of meaning, including possible future mean
ings. That is, the words do ·not remain constant and produce a definite 
meaning, but instead call forth the possibility of "infinite substitutions" of 
meaning. Each work of literature is therefore ambiguous and uncertain 
because its full meaning is constantly being deferred. This infinite play or 
semantic tension renders language unstable and makes correct or accepted 
readings impossible. 

It is fair to state that Deconstructionism, among all the literary theories, 
has received intense criticism that has sometimes bordered on discrediting 
the theory entirely. A number of critics find that the position is elusive and 
vague. They grant that literaxtY works are often ambiguous, uncertain, and 
apparently contradictory, but ~xplain that the cause of these conditions is not 
linguistic instability but rath~~ authorial intention. They also point out that 
the Deconstructionist lingu~ijc analysis is derivative and misunderstood, 
and that it does not support Deconstructionist assertions about linguistic 
instability. Critics also draw A\tention to the contradiction that Deconstruc
tionism cannot follow its mapr premise about there being no "privileged 
readings" because it must rec~ethe privileged readings in order to inval
idate or "subvert" them. 
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Example a 

, There are many uncertainties in the details of "Yo1,U\g Goodman Brown." If one 
starts with the stranger on the path, one might conclude that he could be 
Brown's father, because he recognizes Brown iDuiiediately and speaks to him 
jovially. On the other hand, the stranger could be the devil (he is recognized as 
such by Goody Cloyse) because of his wriggling walking stick. After disap
pearing, the stranger also takes on the characteristics of an omniscient cult 
leader, because at theSatanic celebration he knows all the secret sins committed 
by Brown's neighbors and the community of greater New England. Addition
ally, he might represent a perverted conscience whose aim is to mislead and 
befuddle people by steering them into the holier-than-thou judgmentalism that 
Brown adopts. This method would be truly diabolical-to use religion in order 
to bring people to their own damnation. That the stranger is an evil force is 
therefore clear, but the pathways of his evil are not as clear. He seems to work 
his mission of damnation by reaching souls like that of Goodman Brown 
through means ordinarily attributed to conscience. If the stranger represents a 
Satanic conscience, what are we to suppose that Hawthorne is asserting about 
what is considered real conscience? 

READER-RESPONSE3 

The theory of Reader-Response is rooted in phenomenology, a branch of phi
losophy that deals with lithe understanding of how things appear." The phe
nomenological idea of knowledge is that reality is t be found not in the exter
nal world itself but rather in the mental perception ~f externals. That is, all that 
we human beings can know-actual knowledg~ls our collective and per
sonal understanding of the world and our conclutiPns about it. 

As a consequence of the phenomenologica1'l:Oncept, Reader-Response 
theory holds that t~e reader is a _:t:'~S~SS!lrrJ.4.J~,~ty in the author
text-reader re~ombiitliaic.9D5.ututes!'h~Jiter~ work:'ffie-woi'k;motner 
words, is not fully created until readers make a tri#lSaction with it by assimi
lating it and actualizing it in the light of their ownbowledge and experience. 
The representative questions of the theory are these: What does this worle 
mean to me, in my present intellectual and moral makeup? What particular 
aspects of my life may help me understand and appreciate the work? How 
can tIle work improve my understanding and wi4en my insights? How can 
my increasing understanding help me understaiti the work more deeply? 
The theory is that the free interchange or transaction that suchquestions bring 
about leads toward interest and growth so that I'eflders may assimilate liter
ary works and accept them as part of their lives. 

As an initial way of reading, the Reader-ResPonse method may be per
sonal and anecdotal. In addition, by stressing response rather than interpIe

" 
3 See "Special Writing Topics for likes and Dislikes" in Chapter 2, p. 48. 

CritiCilI Approaches Important to the Study of Literature 

tation, one of the leading exponents of the method (Stanley Fish) has raised 
the extreme question about whether texts, by themselves, have objective iden
tity. These aspects have been cited as both a shortcoming and an inconse
quentiality of the method. 

It is therefore important to stress that the Reader-Response theory is 
open. It permits beginning readers to bring their own personal reactions to lit
erature, but it also aims at increasing the discipline and skills of readers. The 
more that readers bring to literature through lifelong interests and disciplined 
studies, the more "competent" and comprehensive their responses will be. 
With cumulative experience, the disciplined reader will habitually adjust to 
new works and respond to them with increasing skill. If the works require 
special knowledge in fields such as art, politics, science, philosophy, religion, 
or morality, then competent readers will possess such knowledge or seek it 
out, and utilize it in improving their responses. Also, because students ex
perience many similar intellectual and cultural disciplines, it is logical to 
conclude that responses will tend not to diverge but rather to coalesce; agree
ments result not from personal but from cultural similarities. The Reader
Response theory, then, can and should be an avenue toward informed and 
detailed understanding of literatUre, but the initial emphasis is the transac
tion between readers and literary works. 

Example 

"Young Goodman Brown" is a worrisome story because it shows so dis
turbingly that good intentions may caUse harmful results. I think that a person 
with too high a set of expectations is ripe for disillusionment, just as Goodman 
Brown is. When people don't measure up to this person's standard of perfec
tion, they can be thrown aside as though they are worthless. They may be good, 
but their past mistakes make it impossible for the person with high expectations 
to endure them. I have seen this situation occur among some of my friends and 
acquaintances, particularly in romantic relationships. Goodman Brown makes 
the same kind of misjudgment, expecting perfection and turning sour when he 
learns about flaws. It is not that he is not a good man, because he is shown at 
the start as a person of belief and stability. He unaitically accepts his nightmare 

. revelation that everyone else is evil (including his parents), however, and he 
finally distrusts everyone because of this enduring suspicion. He cannot look at 
his neighbors without avoiding them like an "anathema," and he turns away 
from his own wife "without a greeting" (paragraph 70). Brown's problem is that 
he equates being human with being unworthy. By such a distorted standard of 
judgment, all of us fail,. and that is what makes the story so disturbing. 




